THE TEACHING OF HANSENOLGY

EDITORIAL

The collection of clinical information gathered during these last 40 years in the field of Hansenology — starting with the outstanding concept registered in the polarity theory of Francisco Eduardo Rabello up to the remarkable contributions that Immunology and Immunoprophylaxis have provided — is now demanding a new and more adequate approach, adapted to our present reality, from those engaged in teaching hansenology in and out of the universities.

Up to now the teaching resources that have employed - i.e. examination of patients in academic classes, audio-visual lectures or even theoretical-practical discussions — have all stressed the clinical polar types. We agree that these types must be shown and taught. However on the other hand we defend the idea that it is absolutely necessary to raise in the graduates’ and post-graduates’ minds the indispensable discernment to diagnose incipient cases either by routine dermatological examinations or by the neuro-dermatological ones carried out in contacts. To diagnose polar types usually means to register patients already presenting stigmatizing and deforming irreversible lesions, when classified in the tuberculoid polar type, or those that presenting the long evolutive Virchowian type may have infected other contacts usually at the rate of five percent a year. Thus it seems necessary to emphasize the importance of the early diagnosis in the teaching of hansenology, having in mind either the practical sense and the speculative point of view, searching in this way for the subclinical infections based on the immunological methods.

On the practical side the bases that can solidly establish the clinical suspicion of hanseniasis are the accurate dermatological examinations, search for early neurological changes, routine examination of the superficial nervous fibers in search for neural thickening. On the speculative side, the systematic bacilloscopic examinations carried out in contacts coming from uncontrolled hansenogenic focuses and not yet presenting any suspicious lesions may rapidly point out those infected but still in a subclinical state. These statements can be expressed according to our own observations made during the period of 1947-1948 at the observation ward of the former "Sanatório Cocais" which though not published were confirmed by the studies of Figueredo and Dersai (1951) and of Dharmendra (1955).

The systematic immunological study of the contacts has proved to be of great value as it may bring to light the numerous cases of those infected but still in a subclinical state and who will certainly become future hanseniasis patients.

It is obvious that hanseniasis must be prematurely diagnosed since the early therapy is the only way to
prevent the patients from exposing themselves to excessive infection when living together with highly infectious and therapeutically uncontrolled Virchowian cases or from infecting other people by arresting the course of the disease. The early diagnosis and treatment would also prevent cases developing into the tuberculoid pole from reaching the stage of stigmatizing and deforming lesions.

The systematic search for cases in subclinical state carried out by general practitioners and mainly by dermatologists and hansenologists can decisively influence on the attempt to overcome the hansenic endemy. As a result of this, the statistical figures might not register the high rate of about seventy percent of polar types among the new cases, just to express the Brazilian figures. Besides, the physicians would become conscious of problems concerning public health and, as a final consequence, Brazil would abandon its dishonourable place among the countries presenting a high endemicity rate of hanseniasis, according to statistics published by the World Health Organization.
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